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This book is all about how to give memorable product demos and presentations. No matter
what your experience, Giving Memorable Product Demos will teach you everything you need to
know to give amazing and memorable product demos.You will learn: How to prepare for your
next product demo The 7 Steps to The Demo Formula Why you need a demo script and how
to use it How to begin every product demoWhat to do before, during, and after your demo
Ways to put your nerves and jitters to work for you The ultimate secret of memorable product
demosWith many topics not discussed anywhere else, this one-of-a-kind book is must reading
for anyone who needs to give product demonstrations - or is afraid they might have to!Authors
website: www.DemoCoach.com
25 Essential Skills & Strategies for the Professional Behavior Analyst is a much needed
guidebook for behavior analysts who want to become successful at consulting. Jon Bailey and
Mary Burch present five basic skills and strategy areas that professional behavior analysts
need to acquire. This book is organized around those five areas, with a total of 25 specific
skills presented within those topics. Every behavior analyst, whether seasoned or beginning,
should have this book.
A four-step process to gain the soft skills necessary for professional success Study after study
has proven that "soft skills" which includes professional presence are one of the biggest factors
in professional success. Without them, it's hard to build critical relationships, develop a positive
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reputation, manage effectively and ensure your financial security. If you hope to move up in the
business world, Professional Presence can help. It delivers a step-by-step program to develop
the social skills you need for career advancement. The four-part learning process focuses on
business etiquette, personal brand development, professional presentation, and people skills.
By following the exercises in the book, you can learn crucial behavioral strategies, from how to
give a successful presentation to how to dress appropriately to how to align personal and
professional goals. Imaginative case studies offer powerful thought lessons for applying these
skills. Author Peggy Stevens runs a global image branding business, helping companies
develop exceptional talent by teaching confidence, self-awareness, and professional presence.
With her well-developed plan and the determination to learn critical soft skills, you'll soon find
yourself on the path to building your personal brand.
This timely book provides a focused approach for developing a challenging yet vital and
necessary area for professional success in health care practitioners -- the development of
professional behaviors. It addresses the essential elements that are necessary to perform
professionally in society, such as dependability, professional presentation, initiative, empathy,
and cooperation. These behaviors are developed through the recognition of skills, practice,
experience, role mentorship, and evaluative feedback. The issues of professional behavior are
directed specifically toward the health care professional. Emphasizing the importance of these
behaviors in students can only help to strengthen them for professional roles. This book utilizes
case vignettes, structured learning activities and exercises, and self-reflection and evaluation
techniques. It helps to define what professionalism means, and presents strategies to enhance
its development. Features Professional Development Assessment. Case Vignettes, Activities,
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and Exercises. Structured Activities for Professional Behaviors.
Train at Home to Work at Home
Unlock Your Potential to Influence and Engage Others
Personal and Professional Growth for Health Care Professionals
Develop Presence to Speak with Confidence and Skill
Executive Presence
Clarinet Secrets
The Wounded Physician Project is a fresh investigation into and the solution for the
primary causes of private medical practice financial failure which today impacts not only
the disintegration of private medical practice but also the overwhelming increasing
attrition of physicians today. The root cause has been ignored completely by medical
educators for a century in spite of knowing the importance of resolving this issue and the
enormous value and benefits it provides for every practicing physician today. The complete
elimination of these problems that all physicians in private medical practice have always
had and now today is responsible for the frustration and deep disappointment over 50% of
physicians have with their careers in medicine, can be resolved almost immediately. The
implementation of some very critical educational elements into the medical school
curriculums is the answer to this persistent egregious enigma that is far overdue and
mandatory. The healthcare and medical profession are going through a revolution now that
will not only destroy professional healthcare provider's careers but also will become the
greatest impediment for quality medical care in our nation if the contents of this book are
not heeded.
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Begin a Work-at-Home Career with the Training and Education You Need! Train at Home
to Work at Home This unique guide provides comprehensive resources on more than 200
distance-learning programs that can teach you 27 of the most popular and profitable workat-home careers. Distance-learning programs have exploded in the last few years--courses
are now available online, via e-mail, via teleclass, through the mail, on audiotape, on
videotape, and even on CD-ROM. You can learn: graphic design at UCLA professional
writing at Washington State University life coaching at CoachU Web site design at Penn
State financial planning at University of Alabama interior design at the Art Institute
International medical transcription at the Health Professions Institute and many more.
Plus, extensive resource lists (organizations, books, and Web sites) complete each section.
Full contact information, tuition rates, and course descriptions make comparisons and
contrasts a breeze.
Baby boomers have dominated the workforce for a long time, but these days they are
hitting retirement age in huge numbers. It's only a matter of time until gen Xers and
millennials monopolize the corporate c-suites. This shift will create organic opportunities
for young professionals to build thriving careers, rise to key leadership positions, and boost
their earning power. Still, it will be necessary for gen Xers and millennials to build the
right strategy because competition will be fierce. Al Smith, III, a senior learning and
development leader, equips you with seven key behaviors to bolster your career. Get a
glimpse into what is working now, and forget about the outdated career advice that worked
for your parents. You'll learn how to Understand the new normal of workplace
demographics; Build your brand with differentiated value; Add traction to your career
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development strategy. The workplace is changing, and your career-advancement strategy
must change as well. Discover the new rules for the 21st century professional. Your path to
success starts with "The Gen X and Millennial Guide to a Thriving Career."
No-nonsense guidance to a crucial set of personal career skills. Can table manners make or
break a megamerger? Can a faxing faux-pas derail a promising business relationship? Can
an improper introduction cost you a client? Can manners (or lack of them) really kill a
career? Absolutely. In an era when companies are competing on the basis of service,
manners are much more than a social nicety — they're a crucial business skill. In fact, good
manners are good business. This no-nonsense “manners reference” refreshes readers on
everyday etiquette and makes sure they're on their best behavior. It provides quick
guidance on such pertinent and timely topics as: * telephone and e-mail etiquette * table
manners *grooming and business dress * written communications * gift giving * resumes
and interviews * making introductions * public speaking * networking, and more.
The Librarian's Career Guidebook
Power Etiquette
Training for Life
Creating Personal Presence
100 Performance Strategies for the Advanced Clarinetist
How to Get Certified, Earn a Degree, Or Take a Class from Home to Begin a Work-At-Home
Career

12 Steps to Power Presence demonstrates ways managers can improve their
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presence strategically and tactically to develop the trust of their people so that they
can accomplish their goals and the goals of the organization. There are 12 chapters
that will guide you through the process of discovering, developing, and delivering on
your leadership presence.
This title is a practical guide for the millions of men and women who may find
themselves dealing with difficult or problematic situations in the workplace. * 26
entries on common difficult workplace situations, with the unique Say It Just Right
model of communication applied to each * Six How Straight a Talker Are You?
quizzes to help readers assess their own abilities to recognize and handle difficult
situations * Reference materials on conflict management
BRING THE TECHNIQUES OF THE STAGE TO THE BOARDROOM. For more
than a decade, Belle Linda Halpern and Kathy Lubar have applied the lessons and
expertise they have learned as performing artists to the work of their company, The
Ariel Group. Halpern and Lubar have helped tens of thousands of executives at
major companies around the country and the globe, including General Electric,
Mobil Oil, Capital One, and Deloitte. In Leadership Presence, they make their timetested strategies available to everyone, from high-profile CEOs to young
professionals seeking promotion. Their practical, proven approach will enable you
to develop the skills necessary to inspire confidence, command respect, build
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credibility, and motivate others. Halpern and Lubar teach you: • How to handle
tough situations with heightened confidence and flexibility • How to build your
relationships to enhance collaboration and business development • How to express
yourself dramatically and motivate others • How to integrate your personal values
into communication to inspire others and become a more effective leader Learning
the skills of the true performance experts, readers will understand why Leadership
Presence is the key to dynamic and authentic leadership.
Understanding the role of a leader in the work environment can make the work
experience more rewarding and satisfying. By establishing the importance of
leaders in almost any group dynamic, Leadership Skills, Second Edition helps
students understand the qualities of all successful leaders, such as courteousness,
compassion, decisiveness, and willingness to give and receive criticism. The book
also distills the essence of what leadership is into points that are easy to learn and
cultivate, providing practical advice that may be useful in many settings. For
example, it outlines how to lead a project through to successful completion.
What You Don't Know Can Kill Your Career
Giving Memorable Product Demos
Smart Moves That Successful Managers Make
Communication Secrets for Success in the Workplace
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The Agile Librarian's Guide to Thriving in Any Institution
A Practical Guide to Career and Life Planning
Book is clean and tight. No writing in text. Like New
This contemporary text will connect you with current human relations
issues and the challenges your students will encounter in the twentyfirst century. Human Relations, 4e prepares students to confidently
put theory into action to get the results they want. Authors Dalton,
Hoyle, and Watts use a unique approach that offers students the
opportunity to experience and analyze firsthand the contemporary
issues of human relations. By weaving their varied professional
backgrounds and knowledge into every chapter, they provide the
insight and awareness that comes only from real-life experience. With
its improved design and focus on new, contemporary topics, HUMAN
RELATIONS 4e once again delivers a dynamic and real-world
perspective to the study of human relations. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
The most updated and authoritative rules on what to wear in the
workplace. Includes dress codes for both men and women and covers
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a wide range of professions. Work dress codes are constantly
changing, and it's often hard for employees to dress appropriately in
today's culture. Specially written for those who are new to the
workforce, as well as those returning to the workforce after a hiatus
such as stay-at-home moms, The New Professional Image, 2nd Edition
provides all the right answers to questions regarding proper business
dress, grooming, and etiquette. Completely updated for today's fastpaced work environments, this authoritative guide is full of detailed
advice and clear photographs that show how to present the polished
and confident image that will lead to business success.
When some people speak, everyone listens. When they need
commitment to projects, others jump on board. They just seem to
have that indescribable “presence”--a subtle magnetic field around
them wherever they go that signals authority and authenticity and
attracts disciples with ease. Wouldn’t it be incredible if doors opened
as effortlessly for you? How amazing would it be if you could
command the room like they do? You don’t have to wonder; you can
make it happen!Everyone, regardless of position or personality, can
strengthen their presence. The Power of Presence shows how. The
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key is to cultivate the communication aptitude, mental attitude, and
unique leadership style needed to connect with and motivate others.
Filled with strategies, exercises, and personal stories from years
spent coaching leaders, communications expert Kristi Hedges explains
how to:• Build relationships based on trust• Rid yourself of limiting
behaviors• Embody the values you are trying to convey• Explore how
others see you and correct misperceptions• Communicate in way that
inspire• And moreEveryone recognizes a commanding presence when
they see it, and soon they’ll see it in you!
Savvy Success
Leadership Material
Expert Tips for Maximizing Consulting Effectiveness
The Wounded Physician Project
ABA Journal
Human Relations
Success Strategies from Women in Stem: A Portable Mentor, Second Edition, is
a comprehensive and accessible manual containing career advice, mentoring
support, and professional development strategies for female scientists in the
STEM fields. This updated text contains new and essential chapters on
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leadership and negotiation, important coverage of career management,
networking, social media, communication skills, and more. The work is
accompanied by a companion website that contains annotated links, a list of print
and electronic resources, self-directed learning objects, frequently asked
questions, and more. With an increased focus on international relevance, this
comprehensive text contains shared stories and vignettes that will help women
pursuing or involved in STEM careers develop the necessary professional and
personal skills to overcome obstacles to advancement. Preserves the style and
tone of the first edition by bringing together mentors, trainees and early-career
professionals in a series of conversations about important topics related to
careers in STEM fields, such as leadership, time stress, negotiation, networking,
social media and more Identifies strategies that can improve career success
along with stories that elucidate, engage, and inspire Companion website
provides authoritative information from successful women engaged in STEM
careers, including annotated links to key organizations, associations, granting
agencies, teaching support materials, and more
This second edition of Clarinet Secrets is a compilation of Distinguished
Professor Michele Gingras’s acclaimed books that spearheaded Rowman &
Littlefield’s Music Secrets series: Clarinet Secrets and More Clarinet Secrets. It
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is the result of Gingras’s thirty years of hands-on experience spent in the clarinet
studio working with students. Learn practical and technical secrets about rapid
tonguing and double-tonguing; circular breathing; sight-reading and transposition;
reed fixing and repair equipment; improving tone, intonation, technique, and
musicianship; contemporary techniques; classical and non-classical
performance; performance anxiety; auditioning; career planning and
marketability; and more. The concepts are discussed in a straightforward way,
explained clearly, and illustrated with photos, diagrams, and musical examples.
Easy to use and intended for the intermediate and advanced musician, this
second edition of Clarinet Secrets is perfect for students in a class or private
situation, professionals, or instructors engaged in pedagogical research.
Personal and Professional Growth for Health Care Professionals blends aspects
of professional development with issues related to personal development.
Personal and professional development are inextricably linked because one
cannot develop as a professional devoid of the personal insights related to
personality, character, cognitions, emotions, and the cultural and generational
constraints. Includes use of multi-stage model of professional development:
perception, judgment, motivation, prioritization, decision process, and
professional implementation. Offers Case Studies, Questions, and Issues for
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Discussion at the end of each chapter. This is an excellent resource to prepare
students for career readiness.
Master the human relation skills you need to become successful managers in
today's workplace with one of the most widely used human relations texts
available. EFFECTIVE HUMAN RELATIONS: INTERPERSONAL AND
ORGANIZATIONAL APPLICATIONS, 12E uses an organizational perspective to
help you understand the disparate factors that influence employee behavior. As
one of the most practical and applied texts available, EFFECTIVE HUMAN
RELATIONS incorporates hundreds of examples of real human relations issues
and practices in successful companies. The text establishes seven major themes
of effective human relations communication, self-awareness, self-acceptance,
motivation, trust, self-disclosure, and conflict resolution as the foundation for
study. Self-assessments and self-development opportunities throughout the book
teach you to assume responsibility for improving your personal skills and
competencies. This comprehensive edition addresses topics of emerging
importance with expanded coverage of generational differences. The text also
explores goal setting, the root causes of negative attitudes, the use of branding in
the job market, technostress, and emotional intelligence. With EFFECTIVE
HUMAN RELATIONS, gain the insights, knowledge and relationship skills you
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need to deal successfully with the wide range of people-related challenges in
business today. Available with InfoTrac Student Collections
http://gocengage.com/infotrac. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
More Clarinet Secrets
How to Project Confidence, Competence, and Credibility at Work
Three Plays of Maureen Hunter
A Guide to Cultivating Success and Thriving in the Workplace
12 Steps to Power Presence
Professional Presence
How do you become influential? What are the qualities that ensure people are drawn to you? And
how do you develop these? Personal experience is the raw material for building executive presence.
Viewed as "touchy feely," intangible and invisible, most leaders separate their personal lives from
their professional ones. Executive coach Diana Jones argues that this is unwise. In fact, the "soft
side" of leadership - empathy, compassion, and authentic communication derived from personal
experience - is both powerful and essential to enhancing executive presence, influencing others and
achieving results. Through compelling stories and examples from Jones's coaching sessions, readers
will learn how to make enduring behavioral changes that will produce better business results and
create alignment among disparate groups using empathy and leadership language.
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The first edition of SAVVY SUCCESS Achieving Professional Excellence and Career Satisfaction in
the Dental Hygiene Profession (Volumes I Volume III) is for student dental hygienists, dental
hygiene faculty members and practicing dental hygienists in the United States and the international
community. These textbooks offer new, refreshing information on professional competencies,
evidence-based decision making, technology and the ethical responsibilities that should be considered
and conducted in the professional careers of dental hygienists and applied into practice every day.
It takes considerable patience, hard work, and perseverance to achieve mastery on a musical
instrument. Proper guidance is critical to success in music, and part of that guidance includes finding
resources that provide up-to-date strategies for reaching your professional goals. More Clarinet
Secrets: 100 Quick Tips for the Advanced Clarinetist does just that, revealing secrets of the trade that
can increase your chances of thriving as a clarinetist and musical professional. A sequel to Michele
Gingras's highly praised first book, Clarinet Secrets: 52 Performance Strategies for the Advanced
Clarinetist, this new book is a treasure trove of completely new information on how to turn clarinetists
into informed musicians, offering them the tools they need to compete in the music world. Topics
discussed include technique, tone and intonation, musicianship, reeds and equipment, repertoire,
musicians' health, and the music profession. In addition, Gingras supplies extra tips on such matters
as college auditions, website design, and self-marketing. The pedagogical ideas gathered in this book
are the result of Gingras's more than 25 years of hands-on experience spent in the clarinet studio
working with students. Advanced high school clarinetists, college-level clarinetists, and seasoned
professionals will all find More Clarinet Secrets a valuable read.
"Personal presence is difficult to define but easy to recognize. People with presence carry themselves
in a way that turns heads. When they talk, people listen. When they ask, people answer. When they
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lead, people follow. Personal presence can help you get a date, a mate, a job, or a sale. It can help you
lead a meeting, a movement, or an organization. Presence is not something you’re born with—anyone
can learn these skills, habits, and traits. Award-winning speaker and consultant Dianna Booher
shows how to master dozens of small and significant things that work together to convey presence.
She details how body language, manners, and even your surroundings enhance credibility and build
rapport. You’ll learn to use voice and language to demonstrate competence, deliver clear and
memorable messages, and master emotions. You’ll learn to think strategically, organize ideas
coherently, and convey to others genuine interest, integrity, respect, and reliability. Take her selfassessment to measure your progress. With Dianna Booher’s expert, entertaining advice, you can
have the same kind of influence as the most successful CEOs, celebrities, and civic leaders. "
The Missing Link Between Merit and Success
Effective Human Relations: Interpersonal and Organizational Applications
Executive Presence for the Modern Leader
Leadership Presence
Success Strategies From Women in STEM
The Gen X and Millennial Guide to a Thriving Career

Any manager intent on leading effectively and successfully needs this book. Cassandra
Mack gives away the keys to successful management in a practical, down-to-earth, stepby-step fashion. Whether you are a brand new supervisor or a veteran manager, you will
come away with tips to increase your overall effectiveness. Gessy Nixon, author of, The
Weekend Entrepreneur Whether you're a department manager, division head, project
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manager, team leader or an executive director of a young organization, Smart Moves
That Successful Managers Make will help you lead and manage more effectively. Smart
Moves That Successful Managers Make will show you how to: 1. Map out a game plan to
help you lead and manage more effectively. 2. Help your people prioritize tasks, set
goals, manage their workload and work at their optimum potential. 3. Avoid the 12 fatal
mistakes smart managers make. 4. Make office politics work to your advantage without
compromising your integrity. 5. Manage your manager so you can get what you need to
thrive without driving yourself crazy. 6. Chart out a course to ensure that your work life
doesn't overwhelm your personal life. 7. Increase your value, visibility and sphere of
influence. Cassandra Mack owns a successful training and development company
through which she and her team provide keynotes, training solutions, coaching
curriculum development and grant writing services. Cassandra has written 7 best-selling
books and hosts a popular internet radio show through The New York Carib News which
is listened to by more than 200,000 people each week. For more information go to:
www.strategiesforempoweredliving.com
Reach your professional goals with strategies for building executive presence Whether
you want to land a new job, succeed in your current role, secure a promotion, or change
career paths, having up-to-date leadership skills is essential. Executive Presence for the
Modern Leader is full of expert guidance and actionable steps for progressing in your
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career. You'll build the skills necessary to be more memorable, credible, and confident in
the workplace. A breakdown of executive presence--Learn what executive presence
entails, and explore the importance of emotional intelligence, communication, and
authenticity. An exploration of leadership--Find straightforward explanations of different
leadership styles, and take assessments to see which one you identify with so you can
cultivate the leadership traits you want. Skill-building exercises--Strengthen your
executive presence with thought-provoking writing prompts, business etiquette exercises,
and more. A modern, inclusive approach--Read real stories about diverse leaders who
embody executive presence at different stages of their careers. Take your leadership skills
to the next level and thrive at work.
Drawing significantly on both classic and contemporary research, Nonverbal
Communication speaks to today’s students with modern examples that illustrate
nonverbal communication in their lived experiences. This new edition, authored by three
of the foremost scholars in nonverbal communication, builds on the approach pioneered
by Burgoon, Buller and Woodall which focused on both the features and the functions
that comprise the nonverbal signaling system. Grounded in the latest multidisciplinary
research and theory, Nonverbal Communication strives to remain very practical,
providing both information and application to aid in comprehension.
Succeeding as a Female Superintendent provides a comprehensive look at the journey
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that several women superintendents of schools took in their pursuit of the top school
leadership position. Real life stories relate what these women encountered and how they
dealt with a wide variety of issues. Gilmour and Kinsella share insights from interviews
with a number of female superintendents. Furthermore, readers will encounter a section
of the book that asks them pertinent questions, urging them to reflect and write,
regarding their readiness for the superintendency themselves.
Executive Presence: The Art of Commanding Respect Like a CEO
Personal Development for Life and Work
How Personal Experience Shapes Executive Presence
The Power of Presence
5 Steps To Professional Presence
A Portable Mentor
This book equips executives to give compelling and clear
presentations. And it's all down to presence. There are three critical
areas - what you say, how you use your body and your mindset. The
rich blend of tools, tips and expert advice will help you become a
consistently outstanding communicator.
The ABA Journal serves the legal profession. Qualified recipients are
lawyers and judges, law students, law librarians and associate
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members of the American Bar Association.
Anyone who wants to be more successful at work or at home will find
important, new advice in Listen Up. While there are hundreds of books
on how to express ourselves clearly, most of us haven't learned how to
listen effectively. The second addition of Listen Up! offers practical
information, tips and explains: * Why the listener, not the speaker,
controls the conversation * The four basic listener styles - People-,
Action-, Content-, and Time-Oriented listeners * How to use the power
of listening to gain what you want from any conversation * Why people
tune out and how you can hold the attention of listeners * How to
avoid misunderstandings and increase productivity by listening with
intention * How men and women listen differently, and how to bridge
the gap * How to listen effectively to kids, teens, and the elderly * How
to improve relationships and increase productivity by changing the
way you listen Filled with anecdotes, simple and useful tips, and
important research findings, Listen Up will help every reader
communicate better at home, on the job, and in every social situation.
Learn how to get support for yourself through simple on-the-job
activities. Suggestions are given for when to hold and when to fold and
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how to behave ethically. Librarians and their services can and should
have more recognition and support than they do. Librarians can take
courses and read books about marketing, politics, and advocacy and
still miss the daily attitude and tracks of the trade that can make the
difference. This book presents a collection of actions that they can
take immediately.
Managing Sticky Situations at Work
Nonverbal Communication
Succeeding as a Female Superintendent
How to Assert Your Authority to Lead
The New Professional Image
Textbook for the Veterinary Assistant
Textbook for the Veterinary Assistant offers a comprehensive guide to the NAVTAapproved curriculum for veterinary assisting programs. Written by leaders in the
profession and copublished with NAVTA, the book covers the complete list of
NAVTA Veterinary Assistant Essential Skills. Specifically tailored for veterinary
assistants and veterinary assistant students, the book uses an engaging writing
style to provide a concise, user-friendly approach to the material. With chapters on
medical terminology, clinical skills, office procedures, client communication, and
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more, the book equips veterinary assistants with all the information they need to
succeed. A companion website offers interactive multiple-choice questions, the
figures from the book in PowerPoint, teaching activities, breed study guides, and a
sample cover letter. Textbook for the Veterinary Assistant is a must-have resource
for all veterinary assistant students and those studying for the Approved Veterinary
Assistant certification exam, and serves as a useful refresher for veterinary
assistants in practice.
Personal Development for Life and Work 10e is an easy-to-read and easy-to-use
practical text focused on helping students better understand themselves, discover
their potential, and prepare for successful employment. Chapter topics are all about
gaining self-awareness, developing soft skills and strong communication skills, and
adopting professional workplace attitudes and skills to succeed in the workplace.
The text is divided into four parts: 1) It's All About You; 2) It's All About
Communicating; 3) It's All About Working with Others; 4) It's All About Workplace
Success. Chapters are arranged in short sections that include self-assessments,
case studies, and activities that are appropriate for both business and personal
situations. Topics keep the reader's attention; coverage is thorough without being
overwhelming. End-of-chapter features includes Points to Remember, Key Terms,
Bookmark It, Activities, and Case Studies. Important Notice: Media content
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referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
Get the Key to the Boardroom with Powerful Executive Presence! “This book can
be a key aid in helping you make it to the next level! Great coaching for anyone who
is even thinking of becoming an executive!” Marshall Goldsmith, New York Times
bestselling author of What Got You Here Won’t Get You There “On the corporate
battlefield a true leader’s success is based upon his or her ability to communicate
effectively, persuade others to follow a goal, and execute it. This leads to success
for all. When the stakes are high, you’re well advised to read this book first.” Scott
A. Gaines, vice president, Hertz Corporation “If you are seriously looking to be
perceived in the light you choose, Executive Presence is the book that not only
answers the question, but shows you how to apply the answers.” Kevin Hogan,
author of The Psychology of Persuasion “Harrison Monarth is a first-rate thinker
who writes as clearly as he thinks. No matter where you are on the career ladder,
Executive Presence will put you a step ahead of your competition.” T. Scott Gross,
author of Positively Outrageous Service “Most people know that to move up in your
career, you need to have self-awareness and the ability to manage the perceptions
of those whose opinions count. . . . Executive Presence is your comprehensive
guide to help you become more profi cient at self-marketing and the art of ethical
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persuasion to achieve your personal and professional goals.” Larina Kase, PsyD,
MBA, author of The Confident Leader and coauthor of the New York Times
bestseller The Confident Speaker About the Book An expert in coaching high-level
players in the art of perception management, Harrison Monarth reveals the critical
difference between CEOs and those of us who wish to be CEOs. It’s not a matter of
intelligence, connections, or luck. It can be summed up in two words: executive
presence. While most of us toil in obscurity and expect great things to follow, those
on the path to corporate leadership spend their time perfecting the types of
leadership communication skills that generate respect and get others to share their
vision. They use these skills to establish how they are perceived by others and to
manage their reputation throughout the organization. In other words, these soontobe top players have developed the presence of an executive through careful
image management—and they make sure they have the goods to back it up. In
Executive Presence, Monarth shows how you can seize control of your own career
using the same skills. Inside, he explains how to: Accurately “read” people and
predict their behavior Influence the perceptions of others Persuade those of
opposing views to your side Create and maintain a personal “brand” Manage and
control your online reputation Perform damage control when things go wrong
Monarth’s conclusions aren’t based solely on his keen insight and extensive
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experience; they’re the result of the latest scientifi c research in interpersonal
communication and human behavior. Talent and skills are important, but they alone
won’t take you to the top of your organization. People reach highly infl uential
positions because they deeply understand the power of perception and know how
to leverage it in their favor. The good news is, anyone with the will to succeed can
do it. Executive Presence provides all the techniques you need to take your career
to the highest level of any organization.
Are you trying to break into a career in library science or improve your current
position? In The Librarian's Career Guidebook, 63 information professionals from
diverse positions, workplaces, and regions discuss a variety of career issues and
offer advice to prospective librarians, M.L.S. students, and librarians in various
stages of their careers, from entry-level to the highly experienced.
A Four-Part Program for Building Your Personal Brand
Look, Talk, Think, and Act Like a Leader
How to Get There and Stay There
100 Quick Tips for the Advanced Clarinetist
LISTEN UP SECOND EDITION
Leadership Skills
5 Steps To Professional PresenceHow to Project Confidence, Competence, and
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Credibility at WorkAdams Media
Are you “leadership material?” More importantly, do others perceive you to be? Sylvia
Ann Hewlett, a noted expert on workplace power and influence, shows you how to
identify and embody the Executive Presence (EP) that you need to succeed. You can
have the experience and qualifications of a leader, but without executive presence, you
won't advance. EP is an amalgam of qualities that true leaders exude, a presence that
telegraphs you're in charge or deserve to be. Articulating those qualities isn't easy,
however. Based on a nationwide survey of college graduates working across a range of
sectors and occupations, Sylvia Hewlett and the Center for Talent Innovation
discovered that EP is a dynamic, cohesive mix of appearance, communication, and
gravitas. While these elements are not equal, to have true EP, you must know how to
use all of them to your advantage. Filled with eye-opening insights, analysis, and
practical advice for both men and women, mixed with illustrative examples from
executives learning to use the EP, Executive Presence will help you make the leap from
working like an executive to feeling like an executive.
Put Your Best Self Forward In a world where change is constant, building business
relationships quickly is key. Professional presence can help you stand out in the crowd
of e-mails, voicemails, business meetings, and social occasions. It offers a personal
style that projects your competence, credibility, and confidence—whether you are in
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person or in cyberspace. 5 Steps to Professional Presence offers a proven system that
has been used by over 1,500 corporations since 1980. Step One: Make a powerful first
impression using the essential components that convey trust, rapport, and connection.
Step Two: Use nonverbal communication to maintain the first impression and create a
lasting one. Step Three: Master high tech communication—e-mail, voicemail, and
wireless—where the first impression usually begins. Step Four: Avoid no-win business
situations with grace and savvy. Step Five: Develop the social skills you need to make
the most of corporate outings, business meals and parties, and networking events.
Developing Professional Behaviors
Achieving Professional Excellence and Career Satisfaction in the Dental Hygiene
Profession Volume I: You-Roles-Practice Environment
Footprints on the Moon , Beautiful Lake Winnipeg and Transit of Venus
25 Essential Skills and Strategies for the Professional Behavior Analyst
Executive Presentations
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